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THE STABILITY THEOREMS 
FOR SUBGROUPS OF Si AND % 

ALILARI-LAVASSANI AND YUNG-CHEN LU 

ABSTRACT. In singularity theory, J. Damon gave elegant versions of the unfolding 
and determinacy theorems for geometric subgroups of J3. and %^. In this work, we pro
pose a unified treatment of the smooth stability of germs and the structural stability of 
versai unfoldings for a large class of such subgroups. 

0. Introduction. Smooth (C°°) singularity theory investigates properties of map
pings under equivalence relations induced by various diffeomorphisms acting on the 
source and target space. These diffeomorphisms form subgroups of A (right-left equiva
lence) or ^C (contact equivalence) and since they are defined by geometric objects ([D 84] 
§8), they are referred to as geometric subgroups Q of A and %^ 

For the local theory, Damon ([D 84]) answered the two fundamental questions of finite 
determinacy and the existence of versai unfoldings for the geometric subgroups of A and 
%^. In the paper we take up two other fundamental issues, not addressed in [D 84], the 
first being the equivalence between the smooth stability of germs of mappings (in the 
sense of openness of the ^-orbit) and infinitesimal stability ( (7-codimension zero), the 
second being the equivalence of versality of unfoldings and stability in the category of 
unfoldings. This is specially important from the point of view of applications and is 
referred to as the structural stability of versai unfoldings. 

The actual infinitesimal computations are algebraic in nature and involve the structure 
of various tangent spaces. In this regard, the two key tools are the well known Mather's 
lemma and the Malgrange preparation theorem. One difficulty is that the tangent spaces 
one encounters are not necessarily modules over a ring; rather, they are sums of modules 
over systems of rings. Therefore the classical versions of the above results are not valid 
in general. To surmount such obstacles, [D 84] has gathered and developed the neces
sary algebraic concepts and tools. We use them throughout this work and recall in the 
Appendix only what is needed for our purpose, while referring to this book for more 
explanations and advising at least the reading of its Part I (Preliminaries) to clarify the 
notation, definitions and concepts. 

To prove the stability theorem for germs, finite determinacy is used to factor the group 
action through an action on the space of jets. Then the key intermediate step in the proof 
is the passage from the algebraic criterion of infinitesimal stability to a geometric char
acterization involving the transversality of the r-jet extension of the germ to the orbit of 
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its r-jet. This is accomplished by means of the generalized version of Mather's lemma 
for systems of DA-algebras: see Theorem 2 of the Appendix. 

By an analogous proof we can establish the structural stability of versai unfoldings. 
The additional algebraic tool needed here is a generalized version of the preparation 
theorem for systems of DA-algebras: see Theorem 1 of the Appendix. 

We make however several restrictive assumptions: 
Let Rn denote the source and MP the target space. We assume throughout this paper, 

that 

TÇecRn@TÇ®Rp, 

where TQ and TQe are respectively the tangent and the extended tangent space to Q. 
It turns out that this is not all that restrictive: all the geometric subgroups considered in 
[D 84] satisfy this condition. Damon states ([D 90]) that all the geometric subgroups of 
A or %^ that he knows also satisfy it. In a sense, one may view this as a natural condition. 

We further assume that the induced action on the jet spaces is given by the action of 
a Lie group and that some version of Thorn's transversality theorem holds for the given 
category within which we are working. We shall expand on these in Section 1, where it 
will be noted that almost all of the "useful" equivalence groups in singularity theory do 
satisfy these additional requirements. 

In particular, our stability theorems encompass all the equivalence groups in the work 
of Arnold et al. [AGV 85], Wasserman [W 74], Tougeron and Gervais [G 84], the case of 
multigerms with Nakai [N 89], the equivariant case of Bierstone [B 77] and [B 80], Izu-
miya [I 80], Roberts [R 86], Wall [W 85], cases with distinguished parameters (Wasser
man [W 75]) and in addition equivariance: Golubitsky etal. [GSS 88], Gervais [G 88], 
Lari-Lavassani and Lu [LL 92] and [LL 93]. 

Thus in this work we give a unified treatment of the smooth stability of germs and 
the structural stability of their versai unfoldings for a large class of subgroups of A and 
^C. In spite of the great generality of the situation under consideration, our proofs of the 
stability theorems turn out to be very simple. 

Whereas [D 84] uses the notion of filtration, our work concentrates on r-jets. The 
passage to the former case can be easily performed. 

1. Preliminaries. 

1.1 Notation. The reader not familiar with the machinery related to differentiable al
gebras (DA-algebras), developed in [D 84], can find more details in the Appendix. We 
write (Rn, 0) for the germ of MP at 0, and respectively x, y and u for an element in (Mn,0), 
(MP, 0) and (MP, 0). The locale algebra of real valued germs on (Rn,0) is denoted by Cx 

and its maximal ideal by rttx, while CXM denotes the algebra of germs on (Mn+q, 0) and CXJ 

that of germs on ( R ^ O ) . 
Let Cn,p be the set of smooth germs/: (MP,0) —• (Mp, 0), !f be a linear subspace of 

Cn,p and Q be a geometric subgroup of !A or %^ acting on J. Let {Ra} be a system 
of DA-subalgebras of Cx,y (see Appendix), such that by the tangent space structure (cf. 
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[D 84] p. 40), the tangent spaces 7 J , T%, TÇ and TÇe are finitely generated {Ra}-
modules (the subscript e denotes the extended tangent spaces): see also the Appendix. 
Furthermore for/ E 7 

(1.1) daf:TÇe-*T% 

is a homomorphism of {/?a}-modules. Here d denotes the derivative and af is the orbit 
map 

af:Ç-+f, a ^ ) = <£•/. 

We assume throughout this paper that 

(HI) TÇecRn®TÇ®Rp. 

1.2 Jet spaces. The usual space of &-jets from Rn to R̂  admits a natural fibration over 
Rn x Rp. However, when dealing with specific subspaces J, the £-jets of germs in J 
may not necessarily fiber over Rn x Rp. We suppose 

(H2) There exist Vn C Rn and *W£ C RP such that the space of Jfc-jets of ele
ments of J fibers over Vn x Wp. 

More precisely, following Arnold et al. [AGV 85], we set the following definitions: 
The medium space of £-jets of elements of J is: 

% = <WP x F/imvY • J. 

The large space of &-jets is: 
P = Vn x <%. 

For/ E 7 ^ , the /c-jet of/ at 0 is an element of J§ and is denoted by )\f. The medium 
and forge &-jet extensions of a germ/ E J are defined to be respectively 

faVn-+% and Jkf:^n-,^. 

Note that 4 / = ( x , ^ / ) . 

REMARK. In the equivariant case where a compact Lie group G acts linearly on IRn 

and Rp, and J is the module of G-equivariant germs of mappings from Rn to RP, (H2) 
holds. For definitions of equivariant jets and the appropriate Vn and 91 ,̂ see [B 77] 3.3. 
Furthermore (H2) is also valid for the case of multigerms (cf. [N 89], pp. 475-478). 

We also assume 

(H3) T% C TVn 0 T J 0 T<WP. 

(H4) Thorn's transversality theorem is valid in Jk. 

REMARKS, i) If J — Cn,p, the usual transversality theorem can be used. In the equiv
ariant context, the usual transversality theorem is available in the space of equivariant 
jets ([W 85] 2.1). Finally (H4) is again satisfied ([N 89] 0.3.5) in the case of multigerms. 
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ii) Hypotheses (HI) and (H3) together with (1.1) have for natural consequence that 

daf(R
n) C TVn and daf(R

p) C T<WP. 

Denote by tf the group of &-jets of elements of Q at 0. The action of Q on J induces 
a quotient action of tf on f I{nkcY • 7m> for ^ E Q and/ E 7, 

(1.2) (Jo<t>)'(Jof)=Jo(t'f)' 

We finally make the assumption 

(H5) The induced action (1.2) is that of a Lie group and the orbits are submanifolds. 

We denote the orbit of/'o/ under the action (1.2) by ÇQ 0f and define the medium orbit of 

fof to be 

$f=Wpx&0f 

and the large orbit of jk
0f to be 

Observe that Cfof and tff are respectively included in j£ and (Jk. 

REMARKS, i) The second part of hypothesis (H5) enables us to speak of the transver-
sality of the /c-jet extensions of/ to the orbits of the &-jet of/ at 0. It is in this context 
that we will use Thorn's transversality theorem from (H4). 

ii) All the geometric subgroups discussed in [D 84] satisfy (HI) through (H5); this 
covers the majority of equivalence groups in singularity theory. 

The (extended) tangent space T QJ to the orbit Qf is defined to be ddjij Qe). To define 
the tangent space TCftf to (faf we proceed as above, except we keep the origin in IRn 

fixed but allow that of Rp to move; this leads to 

(1.3) TÇfr=f0(daf(TÇ®Rp)). 

For example, if Q = A and J = Q p , then (Wp = Rp) and by [D 84] p. 6, the extended 
tangent space to the orbit Af is 

TJV=[r1of-dml6eCx{li},neCy{±i\). 

The non-extended tangent space Tflf is defined as TJ^f except that 77 and 8 vanish at 
the origin. Finally (1.3) becomes 

TW=[M*°f-#to)\sen{è,}'r,€C>{w}}-

Let us finally recall the following two results which will be needed later. 
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The derivative of the medium k-jet extension at the origin is (cf. [AGV 85] Proposi
tion 2, p. 141) 

d(ff)o:T0Vn^T%*!% 

(1-4) d(ff)0(0=Jo{dMO). 

Taking the identification ])f = (xj^f) into consideration, it follows at once that if F is a 
subspace of ^J, 

(1.5) ff(\\ PifandonlyifZ/YlK^ x P). 

2. Stability. Let/ E 7 and assume/ is the germ at 0 of the C°° mapping / : Rn —> 
MP of the same category, e.g., G-equivariant in the equivariant context. Denote the space 
of such mappings by Cj (Rn, Rp) and equip it with the induced C°° topology. Note that 
one has to move to the global space C29(IRn, Rp) since there is no natural topology on 
Cn,p (and hence on f). 

The germ/ is said to be Q-stable if its orbit Qf is open. More precisely, for every 
neighborhood U of 0 in Rn, there exists a neighborhood fA£ off in Cf°(Rn

9 R
p) such that 

for every/' € 5\£, there exist*' € ZlH Vn,a<j> defined exactly as an element of Q, except 
that <f> maps 0 G Zl to x' 6 U (in lieu of mapping 0 to 0), and satisfying 

(2.1) / = < £ • / ' , 

where/' is the germ of/' at x'. 
A heuristic approach to the stability problem consists of the following. Recall that the 

orbit Qf is the image of the orbit map df. If df is a submersion, in a finite dimensional 
setting, the implicit function theorem would imply that Qf is open and hence stability 
would follow. The implicit function theorem does not hold in this context; however the 
result remains valid as it will be established below. This discussion leads to the definition: 
The germ/ is said to be Q-infinitesimally stable \idcif (see 1.1) is surjective. That is to 
say, if TQJ = T%. 

In general, one defines the Q-codimension off to be 

£-cod/EEdimRr£/r£/. 

Then ^-infinitesimal stability coincides with ^-codimension zero. 
Note that unlike the notion of ^-stability which is geometrical and not practical to 

verify, establishing ^-infinitesimal stability is (at least in theory) an algebraic computa
tion. 

It turns out that if ^-infinitesimal stability holds modulo certain higher order terms, 
then it holds in general. This paves the way to the reduction to the space of jets. More pre
cisely using Mather's lemma for systems of DA-algebras (Theorem 2 of the Appendix) 
with Mo = M = T%, N — TQe and a = ddf we have: 
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LEMMA 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 

a) TQef = T%. 

b) There exists a number I such that 

We can now state the smooth stability theorem for germs: 

THEOREM 2.3. Let J be a linear sub space ofC,/? and let Qbea geometric subgroup 
of A or ^C acting on (J:, with an adequately ordered system ofDA-algebras {Ra}. Assume 
(HI) through (H5) hold and f E Jr. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

i) f is Q-infinitesimally stable. 

ii) All unfoldings off are trivial (i.e., f is its own universal unfolding). 
Hi) With I defined in Lemma 2.2, for some k > I, Jkf(\\ tff. 

iv) f is Q-stable. 

3. Proof of the stability theorem. By virtue of the Unfolding Theorem 9.3 of 
[D 84] p. 44 (see also (4.1)), condition (ii) is equivalent to Ç-zoàf = 0. Whence (i) 
is equivalent to (ii). A key step in the proof is to go from the algebraic criterion (i) to the 
geometric characterization (iii). For this we need: 

LEMMA 3.1. Condition iii) is equivalent to: For any h E T%, there exist f} E 
(TÇ® W) and £ e Rn such that 

(T. k) h(x) = dOffaxj) + df(0 mod{tfk}*+1 • T%. 

PROOF. We first move down to the space of medium jets: observe by virtue of (1.5), 
that (iii) is equivalent tojkf(\\ Cfaf. Next using (1.4) and (1.3), this transversality condi
tion can be expressed by: any j\h E Tjfi = jTj n a s a decomposition 

Joh=Jo{df(0+daf((3)) 

for some £ E Rn and /3 E (TÇ® W). Note that by the remark following (H4), df(Q E 
T%. 

Now assume (i) is true, then any h ET% admits a decomposition 

h(x) = dOf(p(x)) 

for some J3 E TQe. By assumption (HI) we can write J3 = £i + (3 for some £i E Rn and 
I3ETÇ&W. 
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LEMMA 3.2. With the above notation we have 

daf0) = dafQ3)-dMi). 

PROOF. Let us only consider the proof for subgroups of A since the argument is 
analogous and somewhat simpler for 2£. We will give the details for A itself, it suffices 
to adapt it for particular subgroups Q. Recall that {cf. [D 84] pp. 5, 6), 

P = (m> m) ->rj2of- df(fji). 

Separating off the constant term in f)\ yields 

m = Ci +Î?I , 

with £i € Rn andr/i E ^ { ^ - } ; whence/3 = (r/1,772). NOW 

daf0) = daf(P)-df(il). m 

Let us return to the proof of the implication from (i) to (iii). Let £ = — £i, by 
Lemma 3.2, 

hence (T.k) is true for all k > 0; then (iii) follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Conversely assume (iii) is true. Again by Lemma 3.1, any h E T% admits a decom

position 
h(x) = daf((3(x)) +df(0 mod{tna}MT!Fe. 

As above, using Lemma 3.2, the constant £ can be incorporated in f3(x), yielding 

h(x) = dOf(p(xj) modimaY^Tfe, 

for some /? E TQe. Since k> £, Lemma 2.2 implies TQj — T%\ i.e., (i) holds. 
It remains to verify that (iii) is equivalent to (iv). Assume (iii) holds, then / is Q-

infinitesimally stable as proved earlier. Since/ has finite ^-codimension, by the finite 
determinacy theorem ([D 84] Theorem 10.2, p. 49)/ is r ^-determined for some integer 
r. Recall that this means each time 

Jof=Jo8> 

then/ and g are ^-equivalent. 
Let U be an open neighborhood of 0 in IRrt as in §2. Choose a neighborhood 9\[ off 

in C2?(Rn, Rp) (with/ being the germ off at 0) small enough so that for any/ ' € 1A£ 

Jrf(\i Qrf, 
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at some jet Z close to J^f. Let x' be the source of Z, by shrinking 9\[ if necessary, we may 
always assumed E UC\Vn. Thusjy/7 E Q§f. Whence there exists (passing to medium 
jets) a (f> defined exactly as an element of Q, except it maps 0 to x\ such that 

(3.1) /of = Oo-À) • (&/)• 

Now define the germ g by 

(3.2) g = $-f. 

Taking the r-jet of (3.2) at 0 and comparing it to (3.1) yields j$f = j$g. Since/ is r 
^-determined,/ = 1/; • g for some %/) E Q. Let 

<S> = 4> • $, 

then (2.1) becomes true, i.e., fis ^-stable. 
Conversely, assume iv) holds. With the notation preceding (2.1), fix any k > L Since 

fA£ is open, by Thorn's Transversality theorem {cf. (H4)), there exists/' E 9\[ such that 

Jkf(\\ (?f. 

Taking (2.1) into account it follows Jkf(\\ G^f. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 

4. Structural stability of unfoldings. For a discussion of the unfolding theory, 
we refer to [D 84], Part III. Denote the space of unfoldings by %n. Given/o E jF, 
to specify that/ E %n is a ^-parameter unfolding of/o, we write (f,q) E 7̂ûn and let 
u = (u\,..., uq) E W be the unfolding parameter. By definition an unfolding if, q) E %n 

of/o is a germ/(x, w) = (/(*, w), w), where/(x, 0) =/o(x). 
In the setting of §1, we also assume that the group of unfoldings Qnn ([D 84] p. 39) 

acts on the space of unfolding germs %n. By the tangent space structure ([D 84], §8) 
Çun is a geometric subgroup of A or 2<C> but this time the adequately ordered system of 
DA-algebras to be used is {Ra,u}> see the Appendix. 

Let (/, q) and (g, t) be two unfoldings of/o. Cf. [D 84] p. 6; a Q-mapping of unfoldings 
O: (g, 0 —• (/", #) consists of a change of parameters À: (W, 0) —• (R*, 0) and: 

- If Q is a subgroup of ^C, of an additional f-parameter unfolding H E ^ n , which 
unfolds the identity and such that if one writes H(x, y, v) = (h(x, v), H\ {x, y, v), v) 
then 

H^gix^lv) =f(h(x,vl\(v)). 

- If ̂  is a subgroup of jl , replace H above by (a, /?) E Ç^, unfolding the identity 

and impose that /? o g o a~l (x, v) = f/(jc, A(v)), v ). 

The unfolding (/*, g) of/o is called Ç-versal if for any unfolding (g, r) of/o there is a 
^-mapping of unfoldings O: (g, 0 —* (/", q). 

As it is known, the classification of unfoldings requires the use of an equivalence 
group slightly larger than Qnn. Cf. [D 84] Definition 8.3 p. 41; two unfoldings (f, q) and 
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(g, q) offo are said to be Ç-equivalent'^ there exist ^-mappings of unfoldings O: (f, q) —• 
(g, q) and *F: (g, q) —• (/", #) such that O • *F and *¥ • O are identity. The group inducing 
this equivalence is denoted by Çeq. It follows from the definition of Qtq (see the above 
reference) that 

TÇ^^TÇ^®^—,...,—}. 

The unfolding theorem ([D 84] p. 44) states that (/", q) is a ^-versai unfolding of/o if 
and only if it is Q-infinitesimally versai, i.e., 

(4.1) rg / 0 + R{3i,...,3J = ^ , 

where 3/ = ^ |M=0> < = h...,q-
For/ G j7ûn, one can define as in the case of T̂, the orbit map af and its derivative 

daf: see [D 84] p. 40. 
To obtain the notions of Q-stability and Q-infinitesimal stability for an unfolding/ G 

%n it suffices to replace in the definitions given for the case of a germ/o 6 jFin §2: jF 
by .Tûn, £by £eq>"by n + qandp by p + q. 

The second main result of this paper is on the (structural) stability of versai unfoldings. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let Ç be a geometric subgroup of 'A or %„ with an adequately or
dered system ofDA-algebras {Ra} and let Çun be the corresponding group of unfoldings. 
Assume hypotheses equivalent to (HI) through (H5) hold, with obvious modifications for 
the unfolding category. Then for an unfolding (f, q) G %n of a germfo G jF, the follow
ing conditions are equivalent: 

i) f is Q-versal. 
ii) f is Q-stable. 

PROOF. We first review a result similar to the so-called algebraic lemma of unfolding 
theory. 

LEMMA 4.3. With the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, the following conditions are equiv
alent 

* ) * \Jeq,ej = * Jun,e-

2) /o is Q-infinitesimally versai (i.e., (4.1) holds). 

PROOF. Consider 

(4.2) Q: TÇ^e *Ê TQ^e 0 Cu { ^ - , . . . , ^ - } — T%n,e 

where Q, equals daf on TQu^e and sends ^- to ^ on the second set of components. 
Then Q is a homomorphism over the system of DA-algebras {Cu} U {Ra,u} (similar to 
[D 84] p. 45). Note that condition 1) signifies that Q, is surjective. By the assumptions on 
{Ra} and the generalized version of the preparation theorem for systems of DA-algebras 
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(Theorem 2 of the Appendix), {CM, rttu} U {Rau,mu • Ra,u} is adequate. Therefore the 
surjectivity of Q. is equivalent to 

3_ _3_ 

This in turn is equivalent to 

d_ _9_ 
(4.3) Q, 

n(rçun,e e c M { — , . . . , — } ) + /^r^un,, = r ^ . 

Now by the tangent space structure ([D 84] p. 40) and the définition of H, condition (4.3) 
is nothing but (4.1 ). • 

Let us return to the proof of Theorem 4.2. The group Çun is itself a geometric subgroup 
of A or %;, therefore the stability Theorem 2.3 applies to it. We contend that it also 
applies to Çeq. Indeed, in the proof of Theorem 2.3, Lemma 2.2 is crucial. Its proof is 
based on the version of Mather's lemma for systems of DA-algebras (Theorem 2 of the 
Appendix) to the homomorphism of DA-algebras ddf TQe —• T%. As was noted above, 
Q in (4.2) is also a homomorphism of DA-algebras and therefore by the same argument, 
Lemma 2.2 holds (with obvious modifications) for TQt%ef. The remainder of the proof 
of the stability theorem holds identically for Q^ if one replaces in it (7 by Çtq, n by n+q, 
etc. . . . as mentioned before. 

Therefore we can establish that the unfolding/ is ^-stable if and only if TQ^J = 
T%n,e- By Lemma 4.3 this is equivalent t o / being ^-infinitesimally versai. Now the 
unfolding theorem recalled above (see (4.1 )) concludes the proof. • 
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Appendix. In the notation of §1.1, for a germ/: (Rn,0) —• (RP,0), y = /(*), we 
denote by/* the pull-back morphism 

f:Cy-+Cx, f(g) = gof 

and define (cf. [D 84], §4) a differentiate algebra (DA-algebra) A as consisting of an Hi-
algebra A and a surjective algebra morphism 0:Cx—>A.In addition A is a local ring with 
maximal ideal mA. Let p:Cy —> B be another DA-algebra B. Then a homomorphism 
of DA-algebras a:B —* A is an algebra morphism which lifts to f*:Cy —• Cx, such 
that 9 of* = a o p, for some germ/. In particular B is a DA-subalgebra of Cx if the 
inclusion /: B c-^ Cx is a homomorphism of DA-algebras, with A = Cx and 0 = id. 
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Now let u denote the element in the germ of a parameter space (Rq, 0). The algebra Bu 

of w-parametrized germs in B is defined as follows. Let/* cover / as above and define 
h =f x id: Rn x R* —> UP x R*. We define Bu = h*Cy,u Ç CXtU: see [D 84] §4 for more. 

By [D 94] §6, a system of DA-algebras associated to a finite partially ordered set 
(2), <), consists of a set of DA-algebras {Ra, a E (D} together with ring homomor-
phisms Oa/3: Ra —• Rp defined for a < j3 so that O ^ o Q>aj3 = O ^ for a < ft < 7 
and O a a = id. A system of ideals {la} of {Ra} consists of ideals Ia Ç Ra so that 
®ap(Ia) Q Ip for a < /?; one then writes {/?a,/a}. This system is called Jacobson if 
1 + a is invertible in 7?a for all a in /a . An {/?a}-module M consists of a direct sum © Ma 

(summed for a over 2)) where Ma is an /?a-module. M is said to be finitely (respectively 
almost finitely) generated if Ma is finitely generated over Ra for all a (respectively a 
nonmaximal in (D). For each Ra one can construct the ring Rau (as Bu above), this yields 
the system of DA-algebras {Ra,u}> Each Rau is a Cw-algebra. One says {Ra,u} is over Cu 

if each O ^ : Rau —»• 7?̂ M is a CM-algebra homomorphism. 
The importance of the following versions of the preparation theorem and Mather's 

lemma lies in the fact that they are expressed in terms of homomorphisms of DA-algebras 
and only knowledge of the connecting homomorphisms is sufficient to establish them. 

By definition ([D 84] p. 30) a system of DA-algebras and Jacobson ideals {Ra, Ia} is 
called adequate if the following conditions hold: 

i) each element of 2) has at most one immediate predecessor, 
ii) if *¥: N —• M is a homomorphism of modules over {Ra} with M finitely generated 

and N almost finitely generated such that 

Hf(N) + {Ia} M = M. 

Then, 

¥(A0 = M and ¥({/„} • N) = {/«} • M. 

The system of DA-algebras {Ra} is called adequately ordered if condition (i) holds. 
We can now present a corollary to the preparation theorem for systems of DA-algebras 

([D 84] Corollary 6.16, p. 33). 

THEOREM 1. Consider an adequately ordered system of DA-algebras {Ra,u} over 
Cu. Then {(CM, rtiu)} U {(Ra,u, ntu • Ra,u)} is adequate. 

We finally turn to the version of Mather's lemma for systems of DA-algebras ([D 84] 
p. 35). 

THEOREM 2. Let {Ra} be an adequately ordered system of DA-algebras, a.N —• 
M be a homomorphism of finitely generated {Ra}-modules and Mo Ç M be an {Ra}-
submodule of finite codimension c over R There is a number £ which depends on c and 
the dimensions ofNa/7naNa, Ma/m^Ma and m^j m^so that 

M0Çcc(N) + {mi}M0 
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implies 
M0 Ç a(N). 
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